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What do you get from a Career Development Symposium (CDS)?

- Face-to-face with Detailers and Community Managers
- Information about unique career opportunities and programs
- The chance to speak with top Navy leaders

Click here for information about upcoming CDS events!

FY25 NAVY ACTIVE DUTY AND RESERVE COMPONENT ENLISTED ADVANCEMENT SELECTION BOARDS FOR CHIEF PETTY OFFICER

NAVADMIN 088/24 | FACT SHEET

NAVADMIN 088/24 announces the eligibility criteria and timelines for the reserve component and active duty Chief Petty Officer selection boards.

ACTIVE TIMELINE
- May 25: Rating change deadline
- June 10: Letter to the Board due
- June 24: Board convenes
- July 20: Board adjourns

RESERVE TIMELINE
- May 14: Letter to the Board due
- May 28: Board convenes
- June 8: Board adjourns

SELRES TUITION ASSISTANCE PILOT PROGRAM

NAVADMIN 075/24

This NAVADMIN announces the continuance of the Selected Reserve Tuition Assistance Pilot Program. SELRES TA is capped at 18 semester hours, 27 quarter hours, or 270 clock hours (or any combination thereof) for each eligible Sailor per fiscal year. Eligible SELRES members are encouraged to apply in a timely manner, as funding may be limited based on the approved TA budget. Read the NAVADMIN for specific requirements.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE ONE-TIME TESTING BONUS

NAVADMIN 089/24

From May 1 through September 30, 2024, the Navy will implement a One-Time Testing Bonus, offering $500 per language to encourage foreign language testing and identification of capability in the force through monthly payments for certain languages not recently or previously incentivized as part of the Navy’s Foreign Language Proficiency Bonus program. This bonus is open to active and reserve personnel with at least one year left in the Navy, who are not currently receiving or eligible for monthly FLPB payments. See NAVADMIN for the list of designated languages.
**Bob Feller Act of Valor Awards**

**NAVADMIN 069/24**

This NAVADMIN solicits nominations for the annual Bob Feller Act of Valor Awards for the Chief Petty Officer Award and Junior Sailor Peer-to-Peer Mentorship Chapter Awards for both afloat and ashore commands. Selection criteria is based upon the principles by which Mr. Feller lived his life. Read the NAVADMIN for category eligibility requirements.

**SecDEF Fulcrum Shield Award 2024 – Nomination Solicitation**

**NAVADMIN 076/24**

It’s time for installation commanders to submit their nominees for the SECDEF Fulcrum Shield Award. To promote community drug awareness efforts, this award is presented annually to the best youth anti-drug outreach group that has a military affiliation.

**FY25 TAR Commander Selective Retention Board**

**NAVADMIN 082/24**

The FY25 Training and Administration of the Reserve (TAR) Commander Selective Retention (SELRET) board will convene June 10, 2024, to consider TAR O-5s in all competitive categories for retention. Letters to the Board (LTB) must be received by Navy Personnel Command no later than May 30. Only eligible officers may communicate with the selection board via the LTB process.

**PFA Preparation with NOFFS**

Get fit with Navy physical training and nutritional resources – any time, anywhere!

Navy Operational Fitness & Fueling System (NOFFS) mobile apps apply the latest sports science methodologies to tailor training plans that optimize performance and injury prevention for Sailors. Download the NOFFS mobile app that best fits your needs and operational environment:

https://www.navyfitness.org/fitness/noffs-training/noffs-series/noffs-series-mobile-applications

**Career Development Board 101**

**How to Make the Most of Your Command and Departmental CDB**

Learn how to conduct an organized and effective CDB that focuses on the individual growth and development of Sailors with this video from Naval Education and Training Command:

HTTPS://YOUTUBE/ARA2SYHDSSW

**Effective CDBs:**

- Ensure Sailors have the tools they need to make informed career decisions.
- Are tailored to the Sailor’s personal and professional goals.
- Demonstrate a Culture of Excellence through respect, connectedness, and inclusion.
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